“Dear Mr. President” Questions

1. President Reagan answered Andy Smith’s letter comically, because
   a. Andy Smith’s letter was not funny.
   b. the funny answer was related to Reagan’s philosophy about government.
   c. Andy wanted an autograph from Reagan.
   d. all of the above.

2. Carolyn Weatherhogg suggested a way to decide the order of the draft because
   a. she wanted to be drafted.
   b. she was asked for an opinion on how to order the draft.
   c. she had a last name that started with W.
   d. she didn’t want her brother drafted.

3. The most notable difference between Grace Bedell’s and Andy Smith’s letters is that
   a. Grace’s was serious, while Andy’s was comical.
   b. Grace’s asked a favor, while Andy’s gave advice.
   c. Grace’s mentioned a beard, while Andy’s mentioned sideburns.
   d. Grace’s was about her brother, while Andy’s was about his mom.

4. In the sentence, “Not every president takes a child’s letter to heart…,”
   to heart means to:
   a. hold close.
   b. argue with.
   c. take seriously.
   d. put on a Valentine’s Day card.

5. Why do you suppose children write letters to U.S. Presidents?
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"Dear Mr. President" Answer Sheet

_1. President Reagan answered Andy Smith’s letter comically, because
   a. Andy Smith’s letter was not funny.
   b. the funny answer was related to Reagan’s philosophy about government.
   c. Andy wanted an autograph from Reagan.
   d. all of the above.

_2. Carolyn Weatherhogg suggested a way to decide the order of the draft because
   a. she wanted to be drafted.
   b. she was asked for an opinion on how to order the draft.
   c. she had a last name that started with W.
   d. she didn’t want her brother drafted.

_3. The most notable difference between Grace Bedell’s and Andy Smith’s letters is that
   a. Grace’s was serious, while Andy’s was comical.
   b. Grace’s asked a favor, while Andy’s gave advice.
   c. Grace’s mentioned a beard, while Andy’s mentioned sideburns.
   d. Grace’s was about her brother, while Andy’s was about his mom.

_4. In the sentence, “Not every president takes a child’s letter to heart…,” to heart means to:
   a. hold close.
   b. argue with.
   c. take seriously.
   d. put on a Valentine’s Day card.

_5. Why do you suppose children write letters to U.S. Presidents?

   Answers will vary but might include the hope of getting action taken, making Presidents aware of the troubles of young Americans, etc.

_Suggested Additional Vocabulary: initial, sideburns_